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Light from Dark When I consider Vietnam today, I am struck by how the people mirror
the land that has sheltered them for millennia. The country’s contours twist, heave and flatten, then dry out after drowning during the year’s wet times. It is a boisterous yet fulfilling
place of earth and its people, intertwining with the intensity of their shared history.
Hoan Kiam Grace The land explains a lot. On it, I have become steaming hot, bone chilling cold,
wet, soggy, and parched. And the food the land provides! It explodes with flavor and optimism, a
tribute to the character of the people and the soil’s fertility. Mountains burst skywards in Vietnam,
disregarding their broad feet, where neighboring flatlands crawl out of them like the flow of hot
candle wax.
What Future Occupants The Vietnamese people are still being tested,
but this time by the challenges of growth and success. It is rewarding
to see their exuberance, though the results of it also create the uphill
battle with by-products like pollution and the stress of cultural transition. But why should I doubt their
future? I remind myself how capable the Vietnamese are, regardless of the severity of their challenges that
they accept with bubbles of laughter. The people have made me feel at home in this land of great variety
with its sinuous roads, tree-lined avenues, and globalization. They trust the future and have willingly accepted me. It has been my joy to have learned something of the power in their culture. The Soul of Vietnam has been laid at my feet, and I wish to know more.
Long Distance A quarter of an hour north of the sandbarflat surface of Da Nang along the coast, without warning we climb in swooping turns on
the seaborne jut of land. All around us are impenetrable forests whose only cleft was our
highway. In other provinces there are deserts, spiked mountains, broad deltas and gentle
slopes. There are highlands growing coffee, tea, bananas and exotic fruit. Between the
lush evidences of natural creation are the endless rice fields, bearing the staples of Asia on
the backs of dedicated farmers with hoes tugging the land for its favors. Whatever way you
turn your head, the panorama stuns. The earth
seems to have decided to take all of its variety
and deposit samples in this slender country
named Vietnam.
Mountain Games—Ha Giang Cradled in this mountain, I was infused with its projection
of the vastness of time, time that witnessed the local ethnic people establish their communities before so many other celebrated civilizations. The ethnic cultures in these peaks have
retained their character since time began, signifying their resilience, their survival against
great odds, despite the trials of invasions and starvation over thousands of years.
Her Street Life I discovered early that Vietnam had not thus far recognized photography as
fine art. Photography was to serve the collective consensus, to promote what leaders felt was
the beauty and successes of the culture and the politics. Thus there were no art schools teaching photography, and typically any photographs that seemed artistic in intent tended to be
postcard-like, exalting the land, people and places in a one dimensional idealistic way.

Pretend Indifference As we were leaving one Ha Noi gallery we saw a pile of larger photographs on the floor. The top one was very good and clearly had the voice
and depth that I marked as coming from an honest artist. Maybe this photographer
shunned the official idealism and was willing to look at life in Vietnam as it really is?
We asked Mr. Coung about it. “Oh. That is by my close friend,
would you like to meet him?” “Yes!” “I will call him now.”

Dao Anh Khanh With Cigarette Ten minutes later we were sitting in Mr. Cuong’s living room drinking Johnny
Walker Red and getting to know Tran Quoc Khanh, the artist-photographer. He was in his early fifties, big for a
Vietnamese man, lyrical in spirit, with intensely expressive eyes. He was a man who would not compromise his
individual authentic view of things, it seemed. We each recognized our mutuality of ideas and feeling. Our immediate bond was so strong that I blurted out the idea that Khanh and I should do a collaborative photography
project culminating in an exhibit in the National Museum. We had only known each other forty minutes when
we were shaking hands on that.
Source of Strength In a later meeting with Mr. Coung our plan ran into its first obstacle.
He explained, “Any public exhibit, and especially one at the National Museum, must be
approved by the Ministry of Culture. I think they will not accept your direct views on the
real look of this city.” I asked my friends Khanh and Huy how we might compromise. They
were adamant. “No, we should not compromise. The time has arrived for honesty and reality. How can we move ahead if we don’t acknowledge our culture’s shortcomings along with
its substantial accomplishments? The images should show how it really is, good and bad.”
I’m Half Cambodian At that I had an epiphany
about Vietnam’s people and culture. Regardless
of the Asian need for consensus and demand to
put family, community and country above self,
this was a nation of people with intense individual
feeling who while accepting compromise and devotion do not lose sight of the noble path each
of them individually aspires to navigate. This was a recognition that explained many situations
for me that I encountered for the next five years of work there.
Unusual Of course, as all over Asia, the situation is changing at super speeds in so many
respects. For instance, there is the explosive presence of autos to consider. Besides the new
skyscrapers jutting into the skyline of Ha Noi, the auto may be a greater indicator of the
country’s economic cycle that currently makes Vietnam one of the world’s leaders. I am not
talking about little cars. I mean there are so many new large sedans, SUV’s and minivans that
the roads may now have as many of them as there are motorbikes.
Her Home Entertainment In 2007, the xe oto (autos) weren’t much of a factor as we all
steered our motorbikes through throngs of others like ourselves But today it is a big consideration and things move slower especially during the rush hours. The fine-looking new Toyotas
and Hyundais cost enough in America, but in Vietnam the cost may be double due
to higher import costs and the taxes assessed. The surprise is to find myself waiting
at an intersection’s four corners and counting three Bentleys, two Maseratis, two
Porche SUV’s, several large black BMWs and even a Rolls. Wow. Materialism is apparently alive and well in Vietnam.

Attitude Is it a surprise? Maybe, but after all, this is the world’s thirteenth largest country
counted by total population and is among the fastest growing economies. The auto may be
the king in the cities but the downside is the low income of rural Vietnam. The relationship
between them will be interesting to watch.
Outcome for Children As in so many other countries, it is disconcerting to witness the overloaded
infrastructure and the degree of pollution that is visible in the rivers and lakes near any city
or village in Vietnam. The unseen are the chemicals and metals that permeate the water due
to such rapid growth in Asia the last two decades. The people and the governments are well
aware of the magnitude of this problem and the need for a sustainable clean environment.
Grace of Craft In a village by the sea the fishing trade is extensive and the village shows it
with a relaxed life style seen in the streets. I feel that I am seeing another side of Vietnam
that is new to me. It is one where the people’s homes
and lives apparently express a wide range of individuality and self-expression. The fishing vessels, small or large, are varied in design, well made, and
sturdy for use in the ocean. But they also are fun to examine as they feature a use of colors in their
decorative motifs that amplifies the sense of human individuality.
Earthen Eruptions Ha Long Bay is one of Vietnam’s
most traveled tourist attractions. Photographers of foreign and native origins have photographed these stony
eruptions from the sea, leaving little to the imagination. Yet there are meanings and metaphors still to be
discovered in this location. I felt these two triangular monoliths projected a lasting sense of
strength. They seemed to connect to the similarly shaped dinghy and its crew. The intense
strength that can be seen in so many moments is one essential element that conveys the soul
of Vietnam to me.

Industrious Women I was tasked with creating photographs of women in Vinh Phuc
province who were recipients of micro loans from a small NGO in Vietnam. I’ve never
forgotten that experience and its humbling effect on me. The women are amazing,
powerful, and after only a few trips to work with them I was convinced they were well
worth championing. They all cook like gourmets, they are good mothers, and manage
at the same time their land, crops, and their micro-financed businesses.
She Knows Color Some of the women are
older and lost their husbands early in their marriage in the wars with China in 1979 or America
earlier. The loss didn’t stop them from succeeding with family and business. These older women
provide backbone and guidance to the younger women.
Virtuoso I met many women at several meetings in which the women share a lunch at one
woman’s home and make payments on their
micro loans. They make their loan payments three times a month in these meetings.
They also pay the loan interest and deposit a little in their savings account. If a woman
is behind a bit for that week other women often cover for her.

Crucial Decisions This particular micro finance program attributes its high rate of success in part to the frequency of these meetings. At one meeting the women’s group leader,
Miss Thanh, told me the group’s women were worried about one woman in their group
and introduced me to this lady at her home. Her husband had died recently and she had
greater financial struggles than was typical for her village.
Her Story of Loss The woman who had received a micro loan was experiencing a lot of trials in her life. I
went to her house to learn more. She had many tears to accompany her story. It was tragic but she needed
to tell it to someone from far away. Her feelings demonstrate how challenging life can be for a rural woman.
Her perseverance in the face of such a trying life is a central theme in understanding Vietnam. Despite
such a loss she kept on and felt comforted by being a member of the micro loan women’s group. The small
loans helped her to keep her farm going and the support from the other women gave her the uplift to face
the future. Regardless of her history she was determined to succeed with her farm business and that is a
great example of why the concept of micro loans is so important.
Fish Laugh The crying women’s story: “I married young with my husband and we were very much in love.
But he was a career military officer. I had to raise the children and run this farm by myself most of the time.
A few years ago he finally retired, then came home. We were happy we finally had years we could enjoy each
other. It was a great time since the children were at a self-sufficient age, he had his soldier’s pension, and
nothing could keep us apart. He even became one of this village’s leaders using his training and experience
as an officer to be an asset for our village.
Catch the Catch “But it all came to an unhappy ending for us. He
smoked all his life like so many Vietnamese men still do. He got cancer and died two years ago. I am so alone again and so poor.” As I
packed up the photo gear she added, “My life is difficult but that is
not the worst thing”. “What is?” “I loved my husband so much despite
the long separations. I miss him in my heart and in every other part of me. I can’t get over that.”
Old Tree Store In the micro loan program it seems clear that all of these women succeed
no matter what life has in store for them. The women of these types of villages are champions, paying back their interest and loans with a 100% record. Imagine what they could accomplish with greater access to capital to grow their lives, businesses, villages and country?
Restaurant On Bao Khanh Street at the center of Ha Noi is a restaurant that is a meeting
place for Vietnamese and foreigners. Café
Nhanh has both outdoor seating on the street
and several upper floors with balconies, thus its popularity among foreigners. The native
food is amazingly good and far ranging, and it is a wonderful feeling to eat in the street
with so many other people. This is a preferred way to dine, talk, and relate for many young
Vietnamese and it serves the purpose of bringing many people together in a conversation.
Creases Near the Dung Tuan market, the largest in Ha Noi, is a one lane street, and along a wall
sits an elderly lady. She is bent way over her knees as she sits. She is folding large tatters of cardboard and brown paper into piles. I stop but not so she takes notice of me. Her work is slow as her
hands are old and enlarged from age and a life of manual work. She folds carefully but her face is
inches from the work, a sign she is near blind, I guess. Off to her left is a temporary shelf filled with
cigarettes, bottled water, and gum for sale, this woman’s retailing work. Then I realize she is also
the street’s recycler. She takes in the paper leftovers, compresses them and then they can go to a
recycle facility for a few Dong. I want to make this photograph, but was there more to understand?

Generations Stick Together “You must understand,” my friend Huy said in a teacher’s
voice: “In America the old people don’t live with their children, they usually live in special
homes for the old people. But here the families look after the older people’s needs and the
elderly have family around them, but not during the day. At that time the sons and daughters are at work and the grandchildren at school. The street is right there at the front door.
Unlike the West, the small streets have so many people in them, which is sort of an ongoing meeting. If you are old and bored, step into
the street and you are back in community life again.”
Elders Care “Sure, Okay, but why are they selling stuff?” I asked. “Because how long can
you stay in the street wandering around talking to this and that person? It doesn’t fit the
Vietnamese model of always keeping yourself useful,” A Vietnamese photographer friend
said. “If you attend to a stand of cigarettes or water for sale you are useful to your family and
community, even if the profit is tiny. People see you are visible and seek you and you stay
connected to society.”
Spectral Mist—My Son American airplanes carpet-bombed this site during the war, causing large numbers of the ancient historical structures to crumble before the U.S. Congress eventually passed a bill forbidding any further bombing. I have thought about the steady intensity so visible in the Vietnamese people I
know. It is visible at My Son (“beautiful mountain”) too. Many of the broken structures are slowly coming
together again and the props and sticks which support them temporarily are testimony to the patient approach the people take to this effort.
Survivor’s Stories Two men of the right age to have been involved in the
American war sat on the beach, happy to see us and willing to chat. The men
were happy and especially excited that we were American. With broad welcoming smiles we knew this was similar to our other old soldier meetings in Vietnam. The past is the
past and they are so happy Americans and Vietnamese are strong friends again. They wanted to share the
following story of the war that made the only contact they had had with Americans until now.
The Past “We were local militia stationed here for the war’s length near our homes, unlike so many
other less fortunate soldiers five hundred miles to the south. Our job was to repulse any ground operation the Americans attempted at these shores. We were fortunate, as it only happened once. We
encountered a lot of bombing, saw the American navy out past our bay and wondered if the land action
would ever come to us so far away from the south. An American marine or SEAL unit in two groups
came ashore one night, we suppose thinking they could avoid discovery.” (It was a big risk since Vietnam has one of the highest population densities in the world and little that goes on is not seen.) “They
were seen but they were capable and in a short time they had reached the top of the two hills that surround the inner harbor you are in now. We knew they were there in an attempt to control the harbor entrance with crossfire from those
two elevated positions. We were part of the militia elements that worked to force them to retreat. There were enough of us, so that it did
not take long and they withdrew to the sea again. We never saw action after that.” This was all related to us without judgment, or anything else other than a reporting of what happened as they remembered it. It was a testament to these old soldiers’ ability to stay in the
moment, which is the budding relationship between Vietnam and America. And that has been true with any old soldiers we have met.
Youthful Compassion Another soldier told me, “We have so much empathy for the Americans that
were so far from their homes. Like us, they did their duty as soldiers, trying their best and accepting
great losses. We admire and respect them and we think those who have come here and met us feel
that way towards us too. What happened is far in the past,” he said. “But the great thing is today you
and I stand in the same place side by side as good friends. That is our solace and we hope it can be the
same for America.” Simply said, I get the feeling there is no dwelling on the past because the future is
so important and only what is done in this moment counts towards that.

Fertile With the museum exhibit finished, my co-exhibitor, Khanh, my friend Huy, and
I have gone on to wander the peaks of Ha Giang province. The rugged landscapes are so
magnificent we are glad to have a professional driver. He is amazing at handling rocky
hairpin turns and avoiding goats being herded uphill. The main idea behind this photo
mission was to photograph the people and surroundings of the ethnic minorities. And
more specifically, Huy wanted me to understand the problem the minorities face with water resources in the region.
Liquid Life The wet season comes and leaves a lot of water to use on the rice fields for a first crop. What doesn’t end up in the rice field
rushes downhill to much lower altitudes gathering in the low valleys. Then, the rain does not return
for a year and the mountains are dry. It means the tribal people only get to grow one crop a year,
when two or more is normal elsewhere in Vietnam. There is just enough food grown to feed the
families, with none left to sell. Therefore, they have no cash income for many things that are needed
to sustain a basic healthy family life.
Detour In the drive from one mountain to the next, my
question was, why the people did not move down the
mountain to the valleys and farm land there? “All the land
in the valleys is already owned and being farmed,” Mr. Huy
told me. “And the ethnic groups do not want to abandon their historical homeland.” But there is
a political reason too. “The mountains of these northern provinces are the line between China
and Vietnam,” Huy said. “If these mountains are not occupied by Vietnamese citizens, our government worries that Chinese people may move into the area and ultimately claim it as part of
China.” This concern is not unjustified. It is through these ethnic areas in the high mountains
that the Chinese army poured into Vietnam when they invaded our country in 1979.”
Nestled Village—Ha Giang High in the northern mountains near China, my buddy Khanh
had us visit a one room sheet metal hut alongside the road. Inside the dirt floored room was
a middle-aged woman, cooking for a child about two or three years of age. She was deeply
tanned and her face bore a sense of strength and identity unmistakable in its ability to give us a
sense of who she was and what her life was. She was calm, wordless, and not at all upset at my
presence, perhaps her first encounter with a foreigner.
Mountain’s Musician She soon produced a musical instrument, crude and handmade, but very special, and we withdrew outdoors. Though the instrument was only two strings it was essentially the same concept as a Western cello.
She played, then tuned her string, and played again. The melodies were songs of her tribe’s traditions. Her instrument
gave out a mournful sound, but the songs claimed a stature of glory in their simple surroundings. The situation spoke
to a place deep inside of me, as in my earlier life I had also played a low voiced instrument, the bassoon, in America’s
orchestras. But not like this, at my front door. I photographed and listened and marveled at this musician high up on
a mountain peak close to China, capable of expressing herself in this way. Her bright blue shirt shimmered in the light
complementing the glass-like sound of her strings, and soon the music attracted all of the children that were part of
this small patch of homes.
Attached It was a moment when we visual artists think, “I would just like to stay here for a long time so I can absorb all of this.” She
knew who she was. She was special and needed no definition of herself by me. She stared into the lens in one of the shots as if her
whole soul could duplicate itself on the film. She had something to tell us about herself. Her story was powerful, elegant, and dignified
set against the immense backdrop of dramatic mountains, vast deep blue skies, and
barest existence. In these mountains are the people of the fifty-four ethnic traditions
so celebrated in Vietnam. They are variations of Hmong, Thai and many more groups.
They sustain ways of life that have defied the passage of time and are evidence that
modernity is not the only way people can remain strong and survive.
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